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Abstract

Although Mars does not possess a magnetic field today, parts of its crust are strongly magnetized, suggesting a limited early

dynamo, likely powered by rapid heat flow from the core. If the core is undergoing crystallization, the associated compositional

changes would provide an additional mechanism for driving convection—possibly the dominant driver for the Earth’s dynamo

today. This raises the question: does the lack of a global dynamo field on Mars suggest the absence of a partially crystallized

core? More generally, what is the range of possibilities for the history and future of the Martian dynamo and which scenarios

would be ruled out by the presence or absence of a solid inner core? Here we develop a new internal structure, thermal evolution,

and buoyancy flux model to investigate the conditions under which the Martian core could experience compositionally-driven

convection, either in the past or the future. We show that the presence of a partially crystallized core is compatible with the

lack of a dynamo today but that such a scenario implies the Martian dynamo could reactivate at some point in the future. We

find that convection driven by top down core crystallization (iron snow) can occur only when light elements do not partition

strongly into the liquid versus the solid phase. Our model identifies the key variables for determining which dynamo regimes are

possible, can help in assessing implications of future observations relating to the Martian core, and forms the basis for further

comparative study across rocky planets.
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Key Points:6

• We develop a new internal structure and thermal evolution model to study dy-7

namo regimes on rocky planets, using Mars as a first example.8

• An early, thermally-driven Martian dynamo could be followed by a later, compositionally-9

driven dynamo, either in the past or the future.10

• Detection of a solid inner core on Mars could imply that the Martian dynamo will11

reactivate at some point in the future.12
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Abstract13

Although Mars does not possess a magnetic field today, parts of its crust are strongly14

magnetized, suggesting a limited early dynamo, likely powered by rapid heat flow from15

the core. If the core is undergoing crystallization, the associated compositional changes16

would provide an additional mechanism for driving convection—possibly the dominant17

driver for the Earth’s dynamo today. This raises the question: does the lack of a global18

dynamo field on Mars suggest the absence of a partially crystallized core? More gener-19

ally, what is the range of possibilities for the history and future of the Martian dynamo20

and which scenarios would be ruled out by the presence or absence of a solid inner core?21

Here we develop a new internal structure, thermal evolution, and buoyancy flux model22

to investigate the conditions under which the Martian core could experience compositionally-23

driven convection, either in the past or the future. We show that the presence of a par-24

tially crystallized core is compatible with the lack of a dynamo today but that such a25

scenario implies the Martian dynamo could reactivate at some point in the future. We26

find that convection driven by top down core crystallization (iron snow) can occur only27

when light elements do not partition strongly into the liquid versus the solid phase. Our28

model identifies the key variables for determining which dynamo regimes are possible,29

can help in assessing implications of future observations relating to the Martian core, and30

forms the basis for further comparative study across rocky planets.31

Plain Language Summary32

Although Mars does not possess a magnetic field today, parts of its crust are strongly33

magnetized, suggesting an early field, likely powered by rapid heat flow from the core.34

For Earth, an additional, and possibly dominant, mechanism for powering the magnetic35

field arises from core crystallization. Does the lack of a magnetic field on Mars there-36

fore imply its core is entirely liquid and not undergoing freezing? More generally, what37

is the range of possibilities for the history and future of the Martian magnetic field and38

which scenarios would be ruled out by confirming the presence or absence of a solid in-39

ner core? Here we develop a new model to investigate the conditions under which the40

Martian magnetic field could be driven by core freezing, either in the past or the future.41

We show that the presence of a partially crystallized core is compatible with the lack of42

a magnetic field today but that this would imply the Martian magnetic field could re-43

activate in the future. Our model identifies the key variables determining which scenar-44

ios are possible, can help in assessing the implications of observations relating to the Mar-45

tian core, and forms the basis for comparative study across rocky planets.46

1 Introduction47

Planetary magnetism is a fundamental but imperfectly understood phenomenon48

that has the power to inform our understanding of the deep interiors and thermal his-49

tories of planetary bodies of all kinds (e.g., Stevenson et al. (1983); Stevenson (2003);50

Connerney (2015)). For terrestrial planets, convective motions in the electrically con-51

ductive liquid metallic core can drive a global scale self-sustaining magnetic field (dy-52

namo) that shields the planet’s atmosphere and surface from the impinging solar wind53

and imparts thermoremanent magnetization in rocks as they form and cool at or near54

the planet’s surface, preserving a record of how the dynamo field may have changed over55

time (e.g., Purucker and Whaler (2015); Weiss and Tikoo (2014)). Paleomagnetic ev-56

idence has established that the Earth’s dynamo field has been active for at least the last57

∼3.5 Gyrs, and possibly longer (e.g., Tarduno et al. (2010, 2015)). By contrast, the case58

of Mars is interesting because it has no global dynamo field operating today and yet mag-59

netometer and electron reflectometer data from the Mars Global Surveyor and MAVEN60

missions have established that large portions of the crust—particularly the ancient south-61

ern highlands—are extremely strongly magnetized (Acuña, 1999; Stevenson, 2001; Con-62
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nerney et al., 2005; Langlais et al., 2019), suggesting that a dynamo may have been ac-63

tive early in Mars’ history, but has since shut down.64

The lack of magnetization in large impact basins like Hellas, Argyre, and Isidis, whose65

formation should have produced significant local heating and melt, is generally interpreted66

as evidence that the early Martian dynamo had shut down by the time these basins formed,67

roughly 500 Myrs after the formation of Mars (Lillis et al., 2008, 2013; Vervelidou et al.,68

2017), or even that the formation of the basins themselves could have initiated the shut69

down (Roberts et al., 2009). Several authors have previously studied the thermal evo-70

lution of Mars (e.g., Schubert et al. (1992); Zuber et al. (2000); Hauck and Phillips (2002)),71

with some studies focusing on the evolution of the Martian dynamo and what controls72

its timing (e.g., Stevenson et al. (1983); Nimmo and Stevenson (2000); J.-P. Williams73

and Nimmo (2004); Ke and Solomatov (2009); Landeau and Aubert (2011); Dietrich and74

Wicht (2013); Hori and Wicht (2013); O’Rourke and Shim (2019)). J.-P. Williams and75

Nimmo (2004), for example, showed that if the initial core-mantle temperature differ-76

ence was sufficiently large, strong heat flow across the core mantle boundary (CMB) could77

have driven thermal convection in the liquid core for a limited period before the core be-78

came thermally stably stratified, naturally shutting down convection and the dynamo.79

However, it has also been suggested that a weak dynamo persisted or reactivated after80

the formation of the large basins (Schubert et al., 2000; Mittelholz et al., 2020), raising81

the question of what mechanisms and what conditions could permit such different dy-82

namo histories.83

The primary mechanisms for driving core convection are generally thought to be84

thermal (i.e., due to rapid core-mantle heat flow) and compositional (i.e., arising from85

compositional changes associated with core crystallization), though other mechanisms86

could be important as well. If the core is initially much hotter than the mantle, ther-87

mal convection will be effective at early times, but its effectiveness diminishes over time88

as the core and mantle cool. Compositional convection becomes more important later89

when parts of the core begin to drop below the melting temperature. The Earth’s core90

is believed to have been entirely liquid for an extended period until its central temper-91

ature fell below the high pressure melting curve for iron, which may have occurred as92

recently as ∼1 Gyr ago (Labrosse et al., 2001; Gomi et al., 2013; Driscoll & Bercovici,93

2014; Davies et al., 2015). Since then, a solid inner core has been growing, currently hav-94

ing a radius about 35% of the core’s total radius. As the core crystallizes, the tendency95

for lighter elements to partition preferentially into the liquid rather than being incorpo-96

rated into the solid inner core means that light element rejection introduces a source of97

buoyancy at the inner core boundary which, for the present-day Earth, is likely an im-98

portant, if not the dominant, source of buoyancy driving convection in the liquid outer99

core. At Mars, geodetic observations and interior modeling suggest that the core remains100

at least partially liquid today (Van Hoolst et al., 2003; Yoder et al., 2003; Rivoldini et101

al., 2011), but it is not known whether any portion of the Martian core is solid. The In-102

Sight lander, now operating on the Martian surface, includes a seismometer (SEIS; Banerdt103

et al. (2020)) and a radio science experiment (RISE; Folkner et al. (2018)) designed to104

study the deep interior, offering the possibility of confirming the presence or absence of105

a solid inner core within Mars’ otherwise liquid core. Anticipation of such results is one106

of the primary motivations for the present study.107

This mechanism of compositionally-driven convection, which is thought to be so108

effective for Earth, thus raises the question of whether or not a solid inner core on Mars109

is compatible with the absence of a dynamo field at present—a key question in this study.110

In other words, under what conditions, if any, is it possible to have a crystallizing core111

without driving convection? If it becomes possible to detect a solid inner core and es-112

timate its radius, what would this tell us about the history and future of the Martian113

dynamo? Even if compositionally-driven convection is not operating today, is it possi-114

ble or likely that it has operated at any point in the past or that it will operate at some115
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point in the future, and what determines which of these scenarios is most likely? It has116

also been suggested that, owing to the much lower pressures in the Martian core, crys-117

tallization may occur from the top down rather than the bottom up—two regimes that118

could have very different effects on convection and dynamo generation (Hauck et al., 2006;119

Stewart et al., 2007; Breuer et al., 2015; Davies & Pommier, 2018). What factors deter-120

mine the crystallization regime and when various types of convection could operate? How121

different would the results be with a different internal structure, or on a body that is larger122

or smaller than Mars?123

To answer these questions, we have developed a new internal structure and ther-124

mal evolution model that tracks core and mantle heating and cooling resulting from ra-125

diogenic heating, heat flow across the core mantle boundary, conductive and eruptive heat126

loss to the surface, and the effects of gravitational energy and latent heat flow associ-127

ated with core crystallization. We assume a well mixed core with an adiabatic temper-128

ature profile and we track the relationship between this core adiabat and the composition-129

dependent melting curve to determine when parts of the core may crystallize, whether130

from the bottom up (i.e., Earth-like solid inner core growth), or from the top down (i.e.,131

as “iron snow”). We use an iterative procedure involving equations of state to compute132

a simplified, but physically reasonable radial density structure. Though not the focus133

of this first study, this will allow us to investigate the effects of varying the body’s size134

and internal structure. Finally, we compute both thermal and compositional buoyancy135

fluxes to determine how each may contribute to driving convection within the liquid part136

of the core. Apart from the specifics of approximating the iron-sulfur melting curve ap-137

propriate for Mars core conditions, the model we describe in section 2 is not specific to138

Mars. We aim for a planet-independent model in part because we intend to use it in fu-139

ture work to study other bodies like the Moon, Mercury, Venus, or terrestrial-like exo-140

planets, but also because this allows us to benchmark our model by verifying that it pro-141

duces reasonable results for the case of the Earth. In section 3, we illustrate a series of142

possible Martian thermal evolution scenarios and undertake a systematic exploration of143

the large parameter space, identifying what types of convection could drive a dynamo,144

under what conditions, and when. In section 4, we summarize the various possible dy-145

namo regimes, the factors that control their timing, and what can be concluded from fu-146

ture observations such as confirming the presence or absence of a solid inner core. Fi-147

nally, we offer brief concluding remarks in section 5.148

2 Methods149

This section details the various components of our model. Because we use thermal150

and compositional buoyancy flux as a proxy for whether or not convection is possible,151

we begin in 2.1 with a discussion of buoyancy flux and how it is calculated. We show how152

the compositional buoyancy flux depends on the density anomalies arising from unequal153

partitioning of light elements into the liquid and solid phases upon freezing, and we de-154

scribe how those density anomalies are calculated. Section 2.2 describes our method for155

using a Vinet equation of state and an iterative procedure to obtain a self-consistent in-156

ternal structure describing the radial profiles of density, pressure, bulk modulus, com-157

pression, and thermal expansivity. We use this method to build interior models for both158

Earth and Mars, demonstrating that the model can be used for an arbitrary planet, with159

a minimum of body-specific parameters, permitting future comparative study of inter-160

nal structure on convection and dynamo regimes. Section 2.3 describes the internal tem-161

perature structure and our approach for approximating the adiabatic core temperature162

profile (2.3.1) and its relationship to the melting curve, which depends on the core’s sul-163

fur content (2.3.2), to identify when and where parts of the core may begin to crystal-164

lize. Core cooling is largely controlled by CMB heat flow, which is a function of the man-165

tle temperature structure, described in 2.3.3. Section 2.3.3 includes our procedure for166

obtaining an internally consistent mantle temperature profile, consisting of a convect-167
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ing region between two conductive thermal boundary layers, whose thicknesses are func-168

tions of the temperature-dependent mantle viscosity. Finally, section 2.4 details the en-169

ergy budget calculations, which include radiogenic heating, CMB heat flow, gravitational170

and latent heat terms associated with core crystallization (2.4.1), conductive heat flow171

across the thermal boundary layers at the base and top of the mantle and possible erup-172

tive heat loss to the surface (2.4.2), and how this energy budget is used to compute the173

body’s thermal evolution (2.4.3).174

2.1 Buoyancy Flux175

Dynamo generation depends on movement in the electrically conductive liquid por-176

tion of the core, which we take to arise from some combination of thermal and compo-177

sitional convection (for this study, we neglect other possible sources, such as mechani-178

cal stirring, e.g., Dwyer et al. (2011); Le Bars et al. (2011)). We quantify the introduc-179

tion of convection-inducing thermal or compositional density perturbations in terms of180

the buoyancy flux, defined as (e.g., Olson et al. (2017))181

F =
ρ′

ρc
(g · u) (1)182

where g is the local gravitational acceleration, u is the advective velocity (i.e., carrying183

the density perturbation), ρc is the core fluid’s background density, and where the den-184

sity perturbation is, in general, given by185

ρ′ = −ρc (αT ′ + βχ′) (2)186

where α is the thermal expansivity and β is the compositional expansivity (T ′ represents187

a temperature perturbation and χ′ represents a perturbation in chemical composition).188

Buoyancy flux describes the rate at which buoyancy is being introduced into the liquid189

portion of the core (in terms of force per unit mass times a volume flux, yielding units190

of m2/s3). As shown by Lister (2003), although quite different in form and emphasiz-191

ing different terms, this buoyancy flux approach is fundamentally equivalent to the ap-192

proach of tracking entropy production, at least as it relates to thermal and compositional193

convection. Rather than relating the dynamo strength to the total ohmic dissipation in194

the core, however, we evaluate whether or not thermal and/or compositional density anoma-195

lies introduce sufficient buoyancy to drive convection.196

Thermal convection occurs when heat is removed from the core more rapidly than197

it can be conducted along an adiabatic temperature profile (i.e., when the temperature198

profile is superadiabatic), leading parcels of core fluid near the core mantle boundary (CMB)199

to cool, become dense, and sink. We express this effect in terms of the thermal buoy-200

ancy flux, obtained by requiring the thermal energy advection (
∫
V
ρccc (∇ · (T ′u)) dV )201

to equal the superadiabatic heat flow, yielding (e.g., Driscoll and Bercovici (2014), eq. 36)202

FT =
αcgcmb

ρccc
qT (3)203

where αc and ρc are the thermal expansivity and mean density of the fluid outer core,204

cc is the core’s specific heat capacity, gcmb is the gravity at the CMB, and where qT is205

the superadiabatic heat flux, given by206

qT = qcmb − qad (4)207

where qcmb is the heat flux across the CMB and qad is the adiabatic heat flux, given by208

qad = −kc
(
dT

dr

)
ad

(5)209

where kc is the core thermal conductivity and the adiabatic temperature gradient is given210

by (e.g., Stacey (1992). p.304)211 (
dT

dr

)
ad

= −αcgcmb

cc
Tcmb (6)212
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where Tcmb is the temperature at the CMB. The CMB temperature and heat flux are213

functions of time and are obtained by considering the energy budget as described in sec-214

tion 2.4.215

A positive thermal buoyancy flux indicates that heat is being removed across the216

CMB sufficiently quickly (i.e., superadiabatically) to introduce a source of density anoma-217

lies that can drive convection. A negative thermal buoyancy flux indicates that the CMB218

heat flux is small enough that the core can cool conductively and will therefore remain219

thermally stratified (i.e., the temperature profile remains subadiabatic and there is no220

thermal convection).221

If the (primarily iron) liquid core is cool enough that parts of it begin to crystal-222

lize, the tendency for the lighter elements to partition preferentially into the liquid phase223

becomes a source of compositional buoyancy. If the inner core is growing from the bot-224

tom up, preferentially crystallizing iron, the rejection of some of the remaining lighter225

elements introduces a source of buoyant (light element-enriched) liquid at the inner core226

boundary. In this case, the density perturbation in (1) is the density contrast between227

the outer core (ρc) and the rejected light element-enriched liquid (ρχ), which we write228

as ∆ρχ = ρc−ρχ. As the solid iron inner core grows, the density of the remaining liq-229

uid outer core decreases as it is gradually enriched in lighter elements. The decrease in230

ρc is initially extremely gradual, however, and remains less than 1% for the first few bil-231

lion years of inner core growth (e.g., for Mars, assuming 10% sulfur in the core, the de-232

crease in ρc remains less than 7% even when the inner core radius approaches 57% of233

the total core radius after ∼5 Gyrs of inner core growth), and so we neglect this decrease234

in our model and assume that ρc and ∆ρχ are constant. If the mass fraction of light el-235

ements in the core is χS, the core’s bulk density (neglecting compression, which is dis-236

cussed in section 2.2) is given by237

1

ρc
=

1− χS

ρFe
+
χS

ρS
(7)238

where we use the subscript S because we assume sulfur to be the principal light element239

species in the Martian core; ρFe and ρS are the densities of the major and minor species240

(assumed to be iron and sulfur), respectively. Neglecting the small density differences241

between the solid and liquid forms of both the major and minor species (i.e., assuming242

ρFe,sol = ρFe,liq = 6980 kg/m3 and ρS,sol = ρS,liq = 1819 kg/m3), we can approximate243

the light element-enriched liquid density using244

1

ρχ
=

1− χS,liq

ρFe
+
χS,liq

ρS
(8)245

where, assuming small control volumes partition into equal parts solid and liquid by mass,246

it can be shown that247

χS,liq =
2

1 +DS
χS (9)248

is the mass fraction of light elements in the residual liquid, where DS is the solid-liquid249

phase partitioning coefficient for the light elements (i.e., the mole fraction of light ele-250

ments that partition into the solid phase versus the liquid phase) (Zhang et al., 2020).251

Note that if sulfur partitions into the solid and liquid phases in equal proportions (i.e.,252

if DS = 1), then ρχ remains the same as the bulk core density and ∆ρχ = 0; if sulfur253

partitions preferentially into the liquid, then DS < 1 and ρχ < ρc so the residual liq-254

uid is positively buoyant.255

For this inner core growth-driven compositional buoyancy flux, the rate at which256

the inner core radius is growing, Ṙic, is the rate at which the density anomalies are be-257

ing introduced in (1). Hence, this compositional buoyancy flux, scaled up to the CMB258

(r = Rc) to enable direct comparison with (3), is given by (e.g., Driscoll and Bercovici259

(2014), eq. 37)260

Fχ = gicb
∆ρχ
ρc

(
Ric

Rc

)2

Ṙic (10)261
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where the gravity is taken to be linear across the core such that262

gicb = gcmb
Ric

Rc
(11)263

where the radius and growth rate of the inner core, Ric and Ṙic, given by (39) and (40),264

are functions of the time varying temperature structure of the core and its relationship265

to the melting curve, as described in section 2.3.2.266

As we discuss further in section 2.3, it is also possible for the core to crystallize from267

the top down rather than from the bottom up, in what is known as the iron snow regime268

(e.g., Hauck et al. (2006); Breuer et al. (2015)). This occurs when the core temperature269

profile is steeper than the melting curve such that the central part of the core remains270

above the melting curve even as crystallization begins to occur in the region above the271

radius at which the two curves meet, Rsnow, which we call the base of the snow zone. In272

this case, as the core cools, iron-rich crystals forming above Rsnow are negatively buoy-273

ant compared to the surrounding liquid (since the lighter elements partition preferen-274

tially into the liquid), and therefore sink as iron snow. If the falling crystals are warmed275

enough to remelt, they mix into the liquid layer below, introducing positive density anoma-276

lies and driving convection from above (e.g., Olson et al. (2017))—a process analogous277

to the buoyancy generated by exsolution of a minor species, leaving behind a negatively278

buoyant iron-rich residual liquid (e.g., Du et al. (2017); Mittal et al. (2020)). The crys-279

tals will remelt at a particular radius, Rremelt, where their temperature (assumed to fol-280

low the adiabat) reaches the melting curve for the iron-rich crystals. In general, because281

the crystals are relatively depleted in light elements, the relevant melting curve is ele-282

vated compared with that of the initial bulk liquid core. If the difference between the283

two melting curves is neglected (e.g., Breuer et al. (2015); Rückriemen et al. (2015)), then284

Rremelt = Rsnow, meaning the crystals remelt immediately below the base of the zone285

in which they are forming. We instead compute a separate melting curve (see 2.3.2) for286

the crystals and find its intersection with the adiabat to obtain Rremelt, which, in gen-287

eral, is smaller than Rsnow and may in fact be zero if the crystals never warm enough288

to remelt. Although the crystals may generate small eddies as they fall, they are not ex-289

pected to contribute to large-scale convection unless they can remelt and mix into the290

underlying fluid (e.g., Olson et al. (2017)).291

If the falling crystals do remelt, they introduce density anomalies at Rremelt at the292

rate at which the snow zone is growing, −Ṙsnow. The snow-driven buoyancy flux, once293

again scaled up to the CMB to enable direct comparison with (3) and (10), is thus294

Fs = gremelt
∆ρsnow
ρc

(
Rremelt

Rc

)2 (
−Ṙsnow

)
(12)295

where296

gremelt = gcmb
Rremelt

Rc
(13)297

and where ∆ρsnow = ρsnow − ρc is the excess density of the iron snow compared with298

the surrounding liquid, where we approximate the snow density using299

1

ρsnow
=

1− χS,sol

ρFe
+
χS,sol

ρS
, (14)300

the solid component counterpart to (8), where301

χS,sol =
2

1 +D−1S

χS. (15)302

As with bottom up inner core growth, the base of the snow zone and its rate of change303

are given by (39) and (40) and are functions of time as described in section 2.3.2. Like-304

wise, the location of remelting, Rremelt, is given by (39) but using a melting curve that305

–7–
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corresponds to the iron-rich snow rather than to the bulk liquid core. If the crystals do306

not remelt, then Fs = 0, and a solid inner core grows by accumulation of the falling solids307

at the center of the core.308

Even if the CMB heat flux is subadiabatic, such that the upper region of the core309

is thermally stably stratified, any ongoing core crystallization could continue to act as310

a source of buoyancy that could drive convection. However, the greater the thermal strat-311

ification at the top of the core, the smaller the compositionally convecting region will312

be, and the more difficult it will be to sustain a dynamo. Hence, as a simplification, and313

following Driscoll and Bercovici (2014), we will consider convection and dynamo action314

to be possible only when the net buoyancy flux, resolved at the CMB, is positive. That315

is, whenever316

Fc = FT + Fχ + Fs > 0 (16)317

and not otherwise. We emphasize that this is a simplification and that even a positive318

net buoyancy flux (Fc > 0) may not be a sufficient condition for dynamo generation.319

We also do not attempt to calculate the expected field strength in the case of Fc > 0.320

Instead, we are concerned mainly with how the timing of the rising and falling of Fc, and321

thus the timing of the onset and cessation of convection and dynamo action, is controlled322

by parameters such as the initial temperature structure, radiogenic heating, mantle vis-323

cosity, thermal conductivity, light element partitioning, and core composition.324

2.2 Density Structure325

We model the planet’s interior as a series of spherically symmetric concentric shells.326

The models consist of an outer rocky mantle and an inner primarily iron core, which may327

be further partitioned into solid and liquid phases. Owing to compression at high pres-328

sures, we allow for radially variable density within each layer according to the Adams-329

Williamson equation330

dρ

dr
=
−ρ2 (r) g (r)

Ks (r)
(17)331

where Ks is the isentropic bulk modulus, given by332

Ks (r) = KT (1 + α (x) γ (x)T (r)) (18)333

where KT is the isothermal bulk modulus, T is the temperature, α is the thermal ex-334

pansivity, and γ is the Grneisen parameter. KT is in turn related to the density by the335

third order Vinet equation of state (Vinet et al., 1989; Oganov, 2007)336

KT = K0

(
1 +

(
1 + θx1/3

)(
1− x1/3

))
exp

(
θ
(

1− x1/3
))

x−2/3 (19)337

where the compression is represented by338

x =
ρ0
ρ

(20)339

(equivalently, x = V/V0, as it is expressed by Vinet et al. (1989); Oganov (2007)) and340

where341

θ =
3

2
(K ′0 − 1) (21)342

where K0 is the zero pressure bulk modulus and K ′0 is its derivative with respect to pres-343

sure. The thermal expansivity and the Grneisen parameter are functions of the compres-344

sion according to the parameterizations345

α (x) = α0x
δT (22)346

and347

γ (x) = γ0x
γ1 (23)348
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based on high pressure experiments (Chopelas & Boehler, 1992; Merkel et al., 2000). These349

parameterizations were previously used by Driscoll and Olson (2011) but the sign on the350

exponents in our (22) and (23) are reversed from those in their eq. 8 due to a typo in351

the text after their eq. 6 in which their x is inverted from the one previously defined by352

Oganov (2007) and in our (20) (see also Boujibar et al. (2020)). Whereas Driscoll and353

Olson (2011) and Boujibar et al. (2020) assumed the exponent in (22) to be δT = 3,354

we allow it to vary for different materials. The reference values, ρ0, K0, α0, and γ0, and355

the exponents, δT and γ1, are material and temperature dependent; the values given in356

Table 2 have been selected to approximately satisfy experimental data for the expected357

temperatures and compositions of the cores and mantles of Earth and Mars (e.g., Boehler358

et al. (1990); Chopelas and Boehler (1992); Stacey and Davis (2004); Vočadlo (2015)).359

The temperature required by (18) is estimated by integrating360

dT

dr
= −ρ (r) g (r) γ (r)

Ks (r)
T (r) (24)361

subject to the boundary condition of an assumed temperature at the top of the man-362

tle and the density and gravity profiles obtained as discussed immediately below. For363

purposes of modeling the planet’s energy budget and thermal evolution, however, we will364

define a distinct temperature structure as described in sections 2.3 and 2.4. Although365

the temperature profile obtained by integration of (24) differs from the temperature pro-366

file that emerges from the thermal evolution calculation (in part because the latter in-367

cludes a steep temperature change across the thermal boundary layers), by substitut-368

ing an evolved temperature profile into (18) instead of using (24), we verified that the369

effect on the computed radial density structure is negligible (densities are everywhere370

within < 1%). Hence, integration of (24) is sufficient for estimating the temperature pro-371

file for purposes of computing the radial density structure prior to considering the planet’s372

thermal evolution, avoiding the computationally expensive process of having to contin-373

ually update the density structure as the temperature profile evolves.374

At a given radius, r, the enclosed mass, M (r), and the hydrostatic pressure, P (r),375

are given by integration of376

dM

dr
= ρ (r) 4πr2, (25)377

and378

dP

dr
= −ρ (r) g (r) (26)379

where the gravitational acceleration is380

g (r) =
GM (r)

r2
. (27)381

Although it follows that382

dg

dr
= 4πGρ (r)− 2GM (r)

r3
, (28)383

it is more straightforward to compute g (r) directly from (27) since M (r) is determined384

at every step of the integration.385

We obtain the interior structure by integrating equations (17), (24), (25), and (26)386

inward from the outer edge of the body, in 5-meter steps, subject to the boundary con-387

ditions of the known total mass and an assumed density and temperature at the top of388

the mantle (e.g., Driscoll and Olson (2011); Boujibar et al. (2020)). At the transition be-389

tween the mantle and the core, there is a discontinuity in density and elastic properties,390

which we estimate by requiring continuity in the pressure profile. Specifically, given the391
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known value of Ks on the mantle side of the boundary, we find the value of Ks for the392

core side that yields equal pressures on either side of the boundary, where the pressure393

is approximated as394

P = (KS −K0) /K ′0, (29)395

and then we solve (18)–(20) to obtain the density at the top of the core before resum-396

ing the inward integration.397

In general, when the integration terminates at r = 0, the enclosed mass does not398

go precisely to zero, as is required for a self-consistent physical solution. To ensure that399

M (0) = 0, we carry out the above procedure iteratively, making small changes to the400

assumed density at the top of the mantle until M (0) ≈ 0 to within a factor of 10−5.401

Finally, we force the density to be constant over the innermost 2% of the body’s radius402

and then recompute the mass, pressure, and gravity profiles by integrating outward from403

r = 0, thereby ensuring that M (0) and g (0) are precisely zero. As a result, the enclosed404

mass at r = R differs slightly from the true total mass, but only by a factor of ∼10−5.405

As an example, Figure 1 shows the simplified radial density structures we obtained406

for Earth and Mars when we adopt the parameters given in Tables 1 and 2. The Mar-407

tian core radius is uncertain but we adopt the middle of the wide range obtained by Brennan408

et al. (2020)—although we note that at least one recent InSight-based study suggests the409

core may be larger (Deng & Levander, 2020). In principle, the Martian core radius should410

be a function of its sulfur content because greater sulfur content implies a lower density411

core, which in turn requires a slightly larger core radius in order to satisfy the mass and412

moment of inertia constraints (e.g., Brennan et al. (2020)). Such changes in the radial413

density structure do have some effects on relevant model parameters, but they are small414

compared with uncertainties in the reference values for those parameters. For example,415

we determined that higher sulfur content lowers the reference core density as well as low-416

ering core pressures such that compression, x, and therefore thermal expansivity, α, are417

largely unaffected by changes in core sulfur content: adjusting wt%S in the range 7±418

7 affects α at the ∼10% level, an effect that is overwhelmed by uncertainty in the ref-419

erence value, α0.420

Table 1. Coarse internal structure of Earth and Mars.

Parameter Symbol Earth Mars

Full radius R 6371 km 3389.5 km

Core radius Rc 3480 km 1745 km

Bulk density ρ̄ 5513.6 kg/m3 3934.1 kg/m3

2.3 Temperature Structure421

The model planet’s temperature structure can be divided into four regions: a well-422

mixed core, a conductive lower mantle thermal boundary layer, a well-mixed (convect-423

ing) region of the mantle, and a conductive upper mantle thermal boundary layer. An424

example model temperature profile is illustrated in Figure 2a for a case approximating425

the present-day Earth, and a few hypothetical Martian temperature profiles are illus-426

trated in Figure 2b-d.427

2.3.1 Core Temperature Structure428

The adiabatic temperature profile across the core can be written (e.g., Labrosse et429

al. (2001))430
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Figure 1. Radial density structures (a), pressure profiles (b), gravity profiles (c), and thermal

expansivity profiles (d) for Earth (blue) and Mars (red) obtained as described in section 2.2.

The dashed lines in (a-c) show PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) as a point of comparison

for our simplified model Earth. The density, pressure, and gravity profiles (a-c) are shown as a

function of radius but the thermal expansivity profile (d) is shown as a function of pressure to

enable more direct comparison with experimental results (e.g., Boehler et al. (1990); Chopelas

and Boehler (1992); Vočadlo (2015)).
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Figure 2. Example internal temperature structures for Earth (a) and Mars (b-d); the Martian

core is emphasized in (c-d). Open circles and labels indicate the CMB temperature (Tcmb), the

mid-mantle temperature (Tm), and the surface temperature (Tsurf). Pale red shading highlights

the two conductive thermal boundary layers (TBLs) at the top and bottom of the mantle (UM,

LM, respectively). Solid lines represent the temperature as a function of radius; dashed lines rep-

resent the melting temperature across the core; dotted line represents the remelting temperature

for falling iron snow (visible only in d—a case in which DS is close to unity). Pale blue shading

at the left in (a-c) indicates the presence of a solid inner core where the core temperature, (33),

falls below the melting curve, (36) (a,b) or where falling iron snow does not remelt and accumu-

lates at the center (c). Whereas the melting curve is steeper than the core adiabat in (a) and (b),

such that the core crystallizes from the bottom up, it is shallower in (c) and (d) such that crys-

tallization occurs in the “snow zone” (pale green shading) above the intersection of the melting

curve and the core adiabat. In (d), the melting curve for the falling iron snow (dotted line) is

very close to the bulk core melting curve such that the core adiabat is able to cross both melting

curves: the intersection with the bulk core melting curve defines the base of the snow zone (pale

green shading) and the intersection with the snow remelting curve defines the radius at which

the snow remelts, and below which snow driven convection may take place (pale purple shading).

The snow remelting curve was also calculated for (c) but is not visible because it is far above the

temperature range shown.
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Table 2. Equation-of-state parameters used in radial structure computation, assuming a

perovskite-like mantle and liquid iron core for Earth, and a peridotite-like mantle and liquid

iron-sulfur core for Mars. Values are similar to those of Driscoll and Olson (2011) and correspond

approximately with various experimental results (Boehler et al., 1990; Chopelas & Boehler, 1992;

Stacey & Davis, 2004; Vočadlo, 2015).

Parameter Symbol Earth’s mantle Earth’s core Martian mantle Martian core

Zero pressure density ρ0 3900 kg/m3 6900 kg/m3 3226 kg/m3 6000 kg/m3

Zero pressure bulk modulus K0 200 GPa 125 GPa 128 GPa 125 GPa

Bulk modulus gradient K′0 4.0 5.5 4.2 5.5

Reference Grneisen parameter γ0 1.0 1.6 0.99 1.6

Grneisen parameter exponent γ1 1.4 0.92 2.1 0.92

Reference thermal expansivity α0 4 × 10−5 K−1 5 × 10−5 K−1 4 × 10−5 K−1 4 × 10−5 K−1

Thermal expansivity exponent δT 4.5 3.0 4.9 4.5

Tcore (r) = Tcen exp

(
− r2

D2
N

)
(30)431

where Tcen is the temperature at zero radius and DN is a length scale given by432

DN =

√
3cc

2παcρcG
(31)433

where cc is the specific heat capacity, G is the gravitational constant, ρc is the mean core434

density, and αc is the mass-averaged thermal expansivity of the core, given by435

αc =
1

Mc

∫ Rc

0

α (x) dM (32)436

where Mc is the total core mass and dM is the mass of each infinitesimally thin shell,437

and where α (x) is given by (22) with x being a function of radius emerging from the den-438

sity profile via (20). It can be shown that the radial gradient of (30) at r = Rc is equiv-439

alent to (6). Note that Labrosse et al. (2001) use the zero-radius density, ρcen, in (31),440

which gives a similar result, provided the density does not vary too greatly across the441

core. However, when ρcen is used in place of ρc, the equivalence with (6) is not strictly442

preserved.443

Because we often prefer to reference the CMB temperature, we can also write (30)444

as445

Tcore (r) = Tcmb exp

(
R2
c − r2

D2
N

)
. (33)446

The mass-averaged core temperature is given by447

Tc =
1

Mc

∫ Rc

0

Tcore (r) dM (r) . (34)448

Substituting from (33), we can write449

Tc
Tcmb

= exp

(
R2
c

D2
N

)
1

Mc

∫ Rc

0

exp

(
− r2

D2
N

)
dM (r) (35)450

which we integrate numerically to obtain the relationship between Tc and Tcmb, which451

is time invariant as we neglect the small change in the core density profile that occurs452

during inner core growth. For the models defined by Tables 1 and 2 and illustrated in453

Figure 2, Tc

Tcmb
is ∼1.12 for Earth and ∼1.03 for Mars.454
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2.3.2 Melting Curve and Core Crystallization455

Parts of the core will crystallize if part of the core temperature profile falls below456

the melting curve (Figure 2). The melting curve may be expressed in a number of ways457

(e.g., Labrosse (2003); J.-P. Williams and Nimmo (2004); Rivoldini et al. (2011)).458

For the sake of computational efficiency, we prefer to use a form that, when equated459

with (33), yields a closed form analytical expression for the radius at which the two curves460

intersect. In particular, we will express the melting curve as461

Tmelt (r) = Tmelt,cen exp

(
− r2

D2
m

)
(36)462

where Tmelt,cen is the melting temperature at the center of the planet and where Dm is463

a length scale that, like DN , depends on the planet’s density structure and the mate-464

rial properties of its core. For Earth, we choose Tmelt,cen = 5700 K and Dm = 5000 km465

(Table 5) in order to obtain good agreement between the melting curve given by (36)466

and those based on laboratory experiments and ab initio calculations (e.g., Fei et al. (2000);467

Boehler et al. (1990); Anzellini et al. (2013); Vočadlo (2015)) as shown in Figure 3, where468

we have plotted Tmelt against the pressure profile obtained by integration of (26).469

For Mars, we assume an Fe-FeS core for which the melting curve depends sensi-470

tively on the amount of sulfur in the core. We compute the Martian Tmelt,cen and Dm471

according to the polynomials472

Tmelt,cen = t0 + t1χS (37)473

and474

Dm = d0 + d1χS + d2χ
2
S + d3χ

3
S (38)475

where χS is the sulfur mass fraction of the core and where the constants (Table 3) were476

obtained by fitting, in a least squares sense, to the results of several laboratory exper-477

iments (Boehler et al., 1990; Fei et al., 2000; Stewart et al., 2007; Morard et al., 2008)478

as summarized by Rivoldini et al. (2011). In particular, we fit to the melting curves de-479

scribed by eq. 2 by Rivoldini et al. (2011), noting the following corrections: in their Ta-480

ble 3, the constants a1 and a2 are reversed and the constant c1 should be positive; in their481

Table 4, the reference temperature for ≥ 21 GPa should be 1355 K not 1255 K. The re-482

sulting Martian core melting curves are shown in Figure 3 for several different assumed483

sulfur mass fractions. The melting curves become increasingly flat with increasing sul-484

fur content. If the sulfur content is sufficiently high (approaching the eutectic from the485

pure iron side), the melting curve may be shallower (i.e., increasing more gradually with486

depth) than the core temperature profile, given by (30), whose steepness is largely con-487

trolled by the core material’s thermal expansivity via (31). In such a case, the core will488

not solidify from the bottom up, but will instead solidify first near the CMB in what may489

be called the iron snow regime (e.g., Hauck et al. (2006); Stewart et al. (2007); Q. Williams490

(2009); Breuer et al. (2015); Davies and Pommier (2018); Gilfoy and Li (2020)) (Figure 4a).491

Table 3. Constants required for equations (37) and (38) for Martian core melting curve.

Constant Value

t0 2547 K

t1 −7689 K

d0 5.243 × 106 m

d1 1.689 × 107 m

d2 −2.183 × 108 m

d3 2.725 × 109 m
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Figure 3. Melting curves for iron-rich cores as a function of pressure. The dashed and dash-

dotted lines in (a) represent the melting curves for pure iron obtained by Anzellini et al. (2013).

The solid lines represent melting curves described by (36) and corresponding approximately to

the cores of Earth and Mars. The solid blue line, which we take to be representative for the

Earth’s core, is obtained from (36) by assuming that Tmelt,cen = 5700 K and Dm = 5000 km. The

red and orange lines represent melting curves for the Martian core assuming different amounts

of sulfur. The thin rectangle in (a) highlights the region relevant to the Martian core, which is

shown in more detail in (b). Additional Martian core melting curves, computed from (36), are

shown as solid lines in (b) and are compared with the Rivoldini et al. (2011) model (dashed lines)

and the results from pure iron experiments (Boehler et al. (1990); Fei et al. (2000); squares) and

Fe-FeS eutectic experiments (Stewart et al. (2007); Morard et al. (2008); triangles). Lines and

symbols are color-coded by sulfur content (darkest red = 0 wt%S; brightest orange = 14 wt%S).
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Figure 4. (a) Martian core melting curves as a function of radius (solid lines, color coded

by wt%S as in Figure 3) compared with adiabatic temperature profiles across the core (dash-

dotted lines), where we have set Tcen=Tmelt,cen and where αc=2×10−5 K−1. Core temperature

profiles are shallower than the melting curve when sulfur content is .8%, but steeper otherwise.

(b) Ratio between core temperature profile and melting curve gradients at r=0 as a function of

core thermal expansivity and sulfur content. Depending on sulfur content and thermal expan-

sivity, core crystallization occurs either from the bottom up (orange shaded region below the

dashed black line) or as iron snow precipitating from near the CMB (blue shaded region above

the dashed black line).
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Whereas the melting curves given by Stewart et al. (2007) (their Figure 2) would492

imply that melting temperature always decreases with depth in the Martian core, even493

when sulfur content is as low as 10.6 wt%, the Rivoldini et al. (2011) phase curve model,494

which incorporates the Stewart et al. (2007) experimental results along with those of sev-495

eral other studies (Boehler et al., 1990; Fei et al., 2000; Morard et al., 2008), produces496

curves in which the melting temperature generally increases with depth—though the curves497

do flatten as sulfur content approaches roughly 13wt%. Davies and Pommier (2018) fa-498

vor the iron snow regime because they adapted the J.-P. Williams and Nimmo (2004)499

melting curve to fit the Stewart et al. (2007) curves (see liquidus curve parameters in500

Table 1 by Davies and Pommier (2018)); when the original parameters of J.-P. Williams501

and Nimmo (2004) are retained (their Table 1), the melting curve closely resembles ours.502

Furthermore, the Davies and Pommier (2018) core temperature profile (which they de-503

scribe as T = T0 (1 + 0.02P ), with pressure in units of GPa) implies a ∼22% drop in504

temperature across the Martian core, whereas our adiabatic core temperature profiles,505

given by (30), are significantly flatter, with temperature drops closer to ∼7%, due in part506

to differences in assumptions about thermal expansivity. Both of these effects mean that,507

while the iron snow regime may occur in our model, it is not guaranteed, and there re-508

mains the possibility of core crystallization from the bottom up, depending on the rel-509

ative slopes of the core adiabat and the melting curve.510

It can be shown that, whenever DN > Dm, the core temperature profile is shal-511

lower than the melting curve such that, if the core is initially entirely liquid, crystalliza-512

tion will occur first at the center. Conversely, whenever DN < Dm, the core temper-513

ature profile is steeper than the melting curve and crystallization will occur first at the514

CMB. The transition between bottom up inner core growth and the iron snow regime515

is thus determined mainly by the thermal expansivity and sulfur content of the core since516

these determine DN and Dm, respectively (Figure 4b). The length scale DN is equally517

sensitive to the core’s specific heat capacity, but we focus on thermal expansivity in Fig-518

ure 4b because it is not as well determined and because a wide range of values have been519

adopted in previous studies. As we discussed in section 2.2, we have simplified our model520

by neglecting the effect of sulfur content on the radial density structure—in principle,521

increased sulfur content in the core should alter the density structure in a way that leads522

to slightly larger core thermal expansivity, but the effect is small compared to uncertainty523

in the reference thermal expansivity.524

We obtain the intersection of the adiabatic core temperature profile and the melt-525

ing curve by equating (33) and (36) and solving for r to get526

Rint =

(
ln (Tmelt,cen/Tcmb)− (Rc/DN)

2

D−2m −D−2N

)1/2

. (39)527

Differentiating with respect to time yields528

Ṙint = − 1

2Ric

(
1

D−2m −D−2N

)
Ṫcmb

Tcmb
. (40)529

In the case of bottom up core crystallization, these define the radius and growth530

rate of the solid inner core, Ric and Ṙic. These expressions are similar to but differ slightly531

from eqs. 29 and 30 by Driscoll and Bercovici (2014) because we have expressed the melt-532

ing curve using our (36) instead of their eq. 28. Though we do not use an equivalent equa-533

tion, we note also that their eq. 32 contains a typo: the first Rc on the right hand side534

should be Ric. In the iron snow regime, the intersection of the core adiabat and the melt-535

ing curve instead defines the base of the snow zone, above which iron crystals are form-536

ing. Note, however, that the signs are different: when the melting curve is steeper than537

the temperature profile, DN > Dm, the term in parentheses in (40) is positive, mean-538

ing that the inner core growth rate is positive if the core is cooling; when the melting539
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curve is shallower than the temperature profile, DN < Dm, the term in parentheses is540

negative, meaning that the radius of the base of the snow zone decreases as the core cools541

(i.e., the snow zone grows downward from the top of the core).542

As we discussed in 2.1, we also require the radius at which the snow crystals remelt,543

Rremelt, which is once again obtained by equating (33) and (36) but with the melting curve544

for the crystals corresponding to their reduced sulfur content, given by (15). For very545

small partitioning coefficients (DS � 1), the snow is almost pure iron, with a correspond-546

ingly higher melting temperature, and will therefore not remelt unless the adiabat is very547

steep. If the crystals do not remelt, a solid inner core grows as the falling solids accu-548

mulate at the center of the core. We assume the solids accumulate without porosity and549

therefore that an inner core built in this way follows the density profile obtained as de-550

scribed in section 2.2, just as in the case of crystallization from the bottom up.551

2.3.3 Mantle Temperature Structure552

We assume the mantle consists of conductive thermal boundary layers at the top553

and bottom, separated by a convecting region in which the temperature profile is described554

by555

Tmantle (r) = Tm exp

(
αmgm
cm

(Rm − r)
)

(41)556

where Tm is a representative mid-mantle temperature (i.e., the temperature at radius557

Rm = Rc+R
2 ), αm is the mid-mantle thermal expansivity, cm is the mantle’s specific heat558

capacity, and gm is the gravity at Rm. We assume linear temperature profiles across the559

thermal boundary layers with the temperature drops being560

∆TLM = Tcmb − TLM (42)561

and562

∆TUM = TUM − Tsurf (43)563

where Tsurf is a prescribed fixed value for each planet and where TLM and TUM are com-564

puted by extrapolating, via (41), the mantle temperature profile to the base and top of565

the convecting part of the mantle, respectively. Because the thermal boundary layer thick-566

nesses are not yet known at this point in the calculation, we initially assume their thick-567

nesses to be zero (this results in two small discontinuities in the mantle temperature pro-568

file) and then we iterate to obtain a self-consistent solution, as described at the end of569

this section.570

The boundary layer thicknesses δLM and δUM are given by (e.g., Driscoll and Bercovici571

(2014))572

δLM =

(
RacritκLMνLM
αmgcmb∆TLM

)1/3

(44)573

and574

δUM =

(
RacritκUMνUM

αmgsurf∆TUM

)1/3

(45)575

where Racrit = 660 is an assumed critical Rayleigh number. The thermal diffusivities,576

κLM and κUM are computed from the thermal conductivities as κ = k
ρcm

, where the pressure-577

and therefore depth-dependent thermal conductivities are given by (Van den Berg et al.,578

2002; Driscoll & Olson, 2011)579

k = k0

(
1 + P (r)

K ′0
K0

)
(46)580

where the reference conductivity is k0 = 3.3 W/m/K, P (r) is the radially dependent581

pressure (section 2.2), K0 is the zero-pressure bulk modulus of the mantle, and K ′0 is its582

derivative with respect to pressure (Table 2).583
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the global energy budget. Qsec,c and Qsec,m represent the

secular warming (if positive) or cooling (if negative) terms for the core and mantle, respectively.

The heat flows into and out of the core and mantle are detailed in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 and in-

clude: gravitational potential energy (QG), latent heat (QL), radiogenic heating (Qrad,c, Qrad,m),

and surface heat flows from the mantle (Qsurf,cond, Qsurf,melt). The crust is not included in our

model.

We compute the temperature dependent viscosity for the thermal boundary layer584

at the top of the mantle as585

νUM = νref exp

(
Av
Rg

(
1

TUM
− 1

Tref

))
(47)586

where νref is a prescribed reference viscosity corresponding to a reference temperature587

Tref, Av is the activation energy, and Rg is the ideal gas constant. As a means of account-588

ing for the increase in viscosity with pressure, we then compute the lower mantle vis-589

cosity as590

νLM = fνUM (48)591

where f is a free parameter of order 10.592

Finally, having determined the boundary layer thicknesses, we update our estimates593

of TLM and TUM by extrapolating, via (41), the mantle temperature profile to the base594

and top of the convecting part of the mantle, respectively, and then we recalculate the595

temperature drops and boundary layer thicknesses via (42)-(48). This process can be car-596

ried out iteratively until the two discontinuities in the temperature profile are eliminated.597

In practice, two iterations are sufficient to make the discontinuities negligibly small (∼2 K).598

2.4 Energy Budget599

2.4.1 Core Energy Budget600

The temperature evolution of the core is controlled by the balance of internal ra-601

diogenic heating, heat flow from the core to the mantle (i.e., across the CMB), and the602

latent heat and gravitational potential energy associated with core crystallization (or melt-603

ing) (Figure 5). Specifically (e.g., Nimmo (2015)),604

Qsec,c = Qrad,c −Qcmb +QL +QG (49)605

where Qsec,c is the secular warming (or cooling, if negative) of the core, and where the606

first term on the right hand side is the heat released by the decay of radioactive isotopes,607

which we compute as608

Qrad,c (t) = Qrad,c,init exp (−t/τc) (50)609
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where τc is the decay timescale for the relevant radioactive materials in the core, which610

we assume to be primarily 40K, and Qrad,c,init is a prescribed radiogenic heat flow at time611

zero. The second term on the right is the heat flow across the CMB (i.e., across the lower612

mantle thermal boundary layer) and is obtained via (59), as described in section 2.4.2.613

The third and fourth terms on the right hand side of (49) are non-zero only while parts614

of the core are freezing or melting. QL is the latent heat related to the phase change615

QL = Ṁc,solLFe (51)616

where LFe is the latent heat of fusion for iron. Similarly, QG is related to the gravita-617

tional energy associated with the separation of the crystallizing iron from the melt con-618

taining lighter elements, and is approximated as619

QG = Ṁc,solEG. (52)620

Both of these terms require the rate of mass change of the solid portion of the core,621

Ṁc,sol. In the bottom up crystallization regime (i.e., when DN > Dm), this is effectively622

the mass flow rate across the phase boundary (the inner core boundary) and is obtained623

by multiplying the rate of change of the inner core radius, Ṙic, with the surface area at624

that radius, Ric, and the local density, ρicb, obtained from the radial density structure625

(section 2.2). Noting that it can be verified that Ṫc

Tc
= Ṫcmb

Tcmb
, the result is626

Ṁc,sol = − 2πRicρicb(
D−2m −D−2N

) Ṫc
Tc
. (53)627

Notice that if the core adiabat and the melting curve intersect at a steep angle (i.e.,628

if the length scales DN and Dm are very different), then a given increment of cooling leads629

to a small increase in the mass of the solid portion of the core, Mc,sol. However, if DN630

and Dm are very similar, the core adiabat and melting curves become nearly co-linear631

such that even a small increment of cooling corresponds to a large increase in Mc,sol.632

In the iron snow regime (DN < Dm), if the falling snow remelts, it can drive con-633

vection in the underlying fluid as described in section 2.3.2, but the net production of634

solids is zero (Ṁc,sol = 0), and therefore there is no contribution to the energy budget.635

Ṁc,sol is non-zero only during bottom-up growth of a solid inner core or when iron snow636

crystals form in the snow zone and sink to the center without remelting. In the latter637

case, Ṁc,sol is a function of the snow zone’s volume and the rate of crystallization per638

unit volume in the snow zone, which depends on the rate at which the core temperature639

is decreasing. We do not, however, attempt to model this scenario in detail because the640

falling, but not remelting, snow does not drive convection, and is therefore not relevant641

to the problem of identifying different modes of dynamo generation.642

Finally, the secular warming/cooling term relates to the core’s heat capacity and643

rate of temperature change as644

Qsec,c = McccṪc (54)645

allowing us to solve equation (49) for the rate of temperature change in the core, obtain-646

ing647

Ṫc =
Qrad,c −Qcmb

Mccc +

[
2πRintρint(LFe+EG)

(D−2
m −D−2

N )Tc

] (55)648

where the term in square brackets is zero when there is no net freezing or melting in the649

core. If the core is experiencing net freezing or melting, then the rate of its temperature650

change will be reduced because some fraction of the energy flow goes into the phase change651

part of the budget (latent heat and gravitational energy) rather than to the warming or652
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cooling of the core. This effect is especially pronounced when the phase boundary is at653

a large fraction of the core’s radius, as in early times in the iron snow regime or later times654

in the bottom-up crystallization regime. Notably, if freezing or melting is occurring and655

DN and Dm are very similar (i.e., the core adiabat and melting curves are nearly co-linear),656

then the rate of temperature change in the core will become extremely slow as the en-657

ergy budget becomes dominated by freezing or melting.658

2.4.2 Mantle Energy Budget659

The temperature evolution of the mantle is controlled by the balance of the heat660

flow across the CMB, the internal radiogenic heating, and the surface heat flows (Fig-661

ure 5). Specifically (e.g., Driscoll and Bercovici (2014))662

Qsec,m = (Qcmb +Qrad,m)− (Qsurf,cond +Qsurf,melt) (56)663

where Qsec,m is the secular warming (or cooling, if negative) of the mantle, Qrad,m is the664

radiogenic heating in the mantle, Qcmb is the heat flow from the core into the mantle665

(i.e., across the lower mantle thermal boundary layer), and Qsurf,cond and Qsurf,melt rep-666

resent the heat lost out the top of the mantle (i.e., to the surface via conduction and erupt-667

ing melt, respectively). There is no latent heat term in (56) because we assume the man-668

tle cooled quickly from the magma ocean phase and is already entirely solid by the be-669

ginning of our simulations.670

The radiogenic heating is given by671

Qrad,m (t) = Qrad,m,init exp (−t/τm) (57)672

where τm is an effective decay timescale for the relevant radioactive materials in the man-673

tle (primarily 238U, 235U, 232Th, and 40K), and Qrad,m,init is a prescribed radiogenic heat674

flow at time zero.675

The conductive heat loss through the top of the mantle is a function of the ther-676

mal conductivity and the temperature gradient across the boundary layer at the top of677

the mantle. Approximating the latter as the temperature jump (∆TUM) divided by the678

thickness of the thermal boundary layer (δUM), we can write679

Qsurf,cond = 4πR2kUM
∆TUM

δUM
(58)680

where we are using the planet’s full radius to approximate the boundary’s surface area.681

Similarly, the heat flow across the CMB can be written682

Qcmb = 4πR2
cmbqcmb (59)683

where we have approximated the boundary’s surface area using the CMB radius. The684

CMB heat flux, also appearing in equation (4), is685

qcmb = kLM
∆TLM
δLM

. (60)686

The boundary layer thicknesses, temperature drops, and thermal conductivities in687

(58) and (60) are obtained as described in section 2.3.3.688

Heat is also lost from the mantle in the form of the production of melt, which is689

then erupted to the surface. The rate of heat loss due to eruptions (i.e., the advective690

heat loss) may be taken as proportional to the conductive heat loss through the upper691

mantle boundary layer (i.e., the diffusive heat loss) with the constant of proportional-692

ity being effectively a Peclet number for heat transport out the top of the mantle693

Pe =
Qsurf,melt

Qsurf,cond
(61)694
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where a large value corresponds to very efficient transport of melt to the surface and where695

a tectonically/volcanically quiescent planet would have a Peclet number approaching zero.696

Although one could estimate Qsurf,melt directly by modeling the details of how much melt697

should be produced based on the temperature structure near the surface and how effi-698

cient eruptions might be, given the type of tectonic activity (e.g., Driscoll and Bercovici699

(2014)), these details will vary so widely between Earth and Mars (and any other plan-700

ets we may wish to consider using our model) that instead, we will simply treat this ef-701

fective Peclet number as an additional free parameter in the model and allow for a wide702

range of values.703

Finally, the rate of temperature change of the mantle, Ṫm, is given by704

Qsec,m = MmcmṪm (62)705

where Mm and cm are the mantle’s mass and specific heat capacity, respectively. Hence,706

Ṫm =
Qcmb +Qrad,m −Qsurf,cond −Qsurf,melt

Mmcm
. (63)707

2.4.3 Thermal Evolution708

The thermal history of the interior, including any possible core crystallization, can709

now be obtained by numerically integrating (55) and (63) through time (we use the first710

order Euler method, with dt = 1 Myrs, which is sufficient because of the small curva-711

ture in the temperature histories) subject to some assumed initial values for Tcmb, Tm,712

Qrad,c, and Qrad,m. At each time step, we explicitly solve the coupled set of equations713

to obtain Tcmb, Qcmb, Ric, and Ṙic (or Rsnow and Ṙsnow) as functions of time. Finally,714

we use (3), (10), (12), and (16) to determine when thermally- and/or compositionally-715

driven dynamos may be active.716

3 Results and Analysis717

3.1 Thermal Histories718

Before applying our model to Mars, we first benchmark its performance against the719

case of Earth, where we have better constraints. Figure 6 shows one possible thermal720

history for Earth, computed as described in section 2.4, where we have adopted the fixed721

properties given in Table 4 and the initial conditions and variable properties given in Ta-722

ble 5. The parameters were chosen to be similar to those adopted in previous work (e.g.,723

Driscoll and Bercovici (2014))—though our mantle viscosity is defined in a way that dif-724

fers from theirs and should be regarded as an effective viscosity, calibrated to yield a tem-725

perature structure and heat flows that are broadly consistent with modern estimates (e.g.,726

Jaupart et al. (2015)). Figure 6c illustrates that the model delivers a present-day inner727

core radius (open circle in Figure 6c) consistent with the known value (Dziewonski & An-728

derson, 1981). Prior to inner core nucleation at ∼3.6 Gyrs, the dynamo is driven entirely729

by thermal buoyancy (red dashed line in Figure 6d). As the inner core grows, compo-730

sitional buoyancy (green dash-dotted line) becomes increasingly important. In the rel-731

atively near future (at ∼4.57 Gyrs), the outer core becomes thermally stratified. Con-732

vection may persist after this, but must be driven entirely by compositional buoyancy.733

Figure 8a illustrates a present-day snapshot of the thermal history shown in Figure 6,734

illustrating the corresponding temperature structure, energy budget, and buoyancy fluxes.735

Our model neglects heat production within the lithosphere, but our energy budget is oth-736

erwise broadly consistent with previously estimated ranges (e.g., Figure 1 by Lay et al.737

(2008); Table 12 by Jaupart et al. (2015)).738

Figure 7 shows one possible thermal history for Mars which follows from the fixed739

properties in Table 4 and the set of initial conditions and variable properties specified740

under ’Mars 1’ in Table 5. In this example scenario, a thermal dynamo is possible for741
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Table 4. Fixed parameters adopted for thermal evolution models.

Parameter Symbol Value Reference

Activation energy Av 300 kJ/mol Karato and Wu (1993), Table 1

Critical Rayleigh number Racrit 660 Turcotte and Schubert (1982)

Core specific heat capacity cc 840 J/kg/K Stacey (1995); Nimmo (2015)

Mantle specific heat capacity cm 1260 J/kg/K Tsuchiya et al. (2005), Figure 4

Latent heat of fusion for iron LFe 750 kJ/kg Nimmo (2015)

Gravitational energy density EG 300 kJ/kg Driscoll and Bercovici (2014)

Core radioactive material half life thalf,c 1.251 Gyrs Driscoll and Bercovici (2014)

Mantle radioactive material half life thalf,m 2.940 Gyrs Driscoll and Bercovici (2014)

the first 500 Myrs but then the thermal buoyancy flux becomes negative (the outer core742

becomes thermally stratified), causing convection to shut down. An inner core then nu-743

cleates at around 4 Gyrs, introducing compositional buoyancy into the outer core. At this744

point, the rate of temperature decrease in the core slows dramatically (Figure 7a) be-745

cause the heat flow out of the core becomes dominated by latent heat and because the746

similarity in the slopes of the core adiabat and the melting curve (Figure 8b) means that747

a given increment of cooling must be accompanied by a great deal of crystallization (as748

we discussed in section 2.4.1). Although a solid inner core is growing after ∼4 Gyrs, the749

sum of the thermal and compositional buoyancy fluxes remains negative until ∼4.76 Gyrs,750

meaning that outer core convection and a dynamo could reactivate after that time. Fig-751

ure 8b illustrates a present-day snapshot of the thermal history shown in Figure 7, il-752

lustrating the corresponding temperature structure, energy budget, and buoyancy fluxes.753

To illustrate the variety of possibilities, Figure 9 shows four additional example ther-754

mal histories (buoyancy flux histories only) for Mars, which follow from the Mars 2-5 columns755

in Table 5. Compared with the Mars 1 scenario shown in Figure 7, Mars 2 represents756

a case with a reduced mantle viscosity, permitting more rapid cooling at early times such757

that, by the time the inner core nucleates, the thermal stratification is so strong that com-758

positional convection is not sufficient to reactivate the dynamo. Note that this more rapid759

cooling scenario also requires higher thermal conductivity and lower light element den-760

sity contrast (i.e., larger partitioning coefficient, DS) to ensure that the early thermal761

dynamo still operates for the first 500 Myrs but without compositional buoyancy being762

so strong that it would drive convection even today. In the Mars 3 scenario, the lower763

sulfur content and therefore higher melting temperature means that the inner core nu-764

cleates earlier, some ∼500 Myrs after the demise of the early thermal dynamo, causing765

a brief period of compositionally-driven convection starting about ∼1 Gyrs after ther-766

mal convection stopped. Because of the rapid cooling and smaller light element density767

contrast, compositional buoyancy can no longer overcome the thermal stratification af-768

ter ∼3.7 Gyrs, and the dynamo shuts down again permanently. In the Mars 4 scenario,769

the higher sulfur content lowers the melting temperature significantly but the starting770

temperature is also lower, allowing core crystallization to begin (in the iron snow regime)771

at ∼3.2 Gyrs. At this point, because most of the energy coming out of the core is now772

latent heat, the temperature decline slows dramatically (kink in Figure 9c), but because773

the snow does not remelt (owing to its much lower sulfur content and therefore much higher774

melting point), there is no compositionally-driven convection. Finally, in the Mars 5 sce-775

nario, core crystallization begins at ∼2.7 Gyrs and, assuming a partitioning coefficient776

very close to unity, the falling snow remelts and is able to drive convection for a brief777

period. As the remelting radius drops quickly, the snow driven convection weakens un-778

til convection shuts down again permanently.779
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Table 5. Variable parameters adopted for thermal evolution models illustrated in Figures 6–9. For Mars, Tmelt,cen, Dm, and ∆ρχ, are not specified directly, they

are computed from χS and DS using (8), (9), (37), and (38) and shown here to the nearest K, km, or kg/m3; reference viscosities are computed as described in

section 3.2.2 in order to ensure the early thermal dynamo terminates at 500 Myrs, and are shown here to the nearest power of ten.

Parameter Symbol Earth Mars 1 Mars 2 Mars 3 Mars 4 Mars 5

Initial CMB temperature Tcmb 5900 K 2200 K 2200 K 2200 K 2000 K 2000 K

Initial mid-mantle temperature Tm 3300 K 1800 K 1800 K 1800 K 1600 K 1600 K

Initial core radiogenic heat Qrad,c 35 TW 5 TW 5 TW 5 TW 5 TW 5 TW

Initial mantle radiogenic heat Qrad,m 25 TW 0 TW 0 TW 0 TW 0 TW 0 TW

Core sulfur mass fraction χS - 6 wt% 6 wt% 4.5 wt% 8 wt% 9 wt%

Light element partitioning coefficient DS - 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.99

Core melting temperature at r = 0 Tmelt,cen 5700 K 2086 K 2086 K 2201 K 1932 K 1855 K

Melting curve length scale Dm 5000 km 6059 km 6059 km 5809 km 6592 km 6981 km

Light element density contrast ∆ρχ 500 kg/m3 694 kg/m3 276 kg/m3 225 kg/m3 330 kg/m3 5.7 kg/m3

Core thermal conductivity kc 120 W/m/K 56 W/m/K 89 W/m/K 89 W/m/K 56 W/m/K 89 W/m/K

Mantle reference viscosity at 1500 K νref 1019 m2/s 1018 m2/s 1017 m2/s 1017 m2/s 1017 m2/s 1016 m2/s

LM/UM viscosity ratio f 15 2 2 2 2 2

Surface heat flow Peclet number Pe 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Surface temperature Tsurf 288 210 210 210 210 210

Core crystallization style bottom-up bottom-up bottom-up bottom-up iron snow iron snow

Thermally-driven convection until ∼4.57 Gyrs until 500 Myrs until 500 Myrs until 500 Myrs until 500 Myrs until 500 Myrs

Compositionally-driven convection from ∼3.65 Gyrs from ∼4.76 Gyrs never ∼1.60–3.75 Gyrs never ∼2.69–2.82 Gyrs

–
2
3
–
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Figure 6. Example time evolution of Earth’s (a) temperature structure, (b) heat flows, (c)

inner core radius, and (d) buoyancy fluxes, where CMB = core mantle boundary; cen = zero ra-

dius; LM = top of lower mantle thermal boundary layer; UM = bottom of upper mantle thermal

boundary layer; rad = radiogenic, surf = surface. The open circle in (c) represents the known

present-day inner core radius. For the buoyancy fluxes in (d), the red dashed line represents

thermal buoyancy flux, the green dash-dotted line represents compositional buoyancy flux, and

the solid blue line represents the sum of the two. The red shaded region represents the thermally

driven dynamo regime; purple shading represents the compositionally driven dynamo regime;

yellow shading represents the period where both thermal and compositional buoyancy contribute

to driving convection and the dynamo. A thin dashed line marks the present day at 4.54 Gyrs.
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Figure 7. Example time evolution of the Martian (a) temperature structure, (b) heat flows,

(c) inner core radius, and (d) buoyancy fluxes, adopting the Mars 1 parameters from Table 5,

where CMB = core mantle boundary; cen = zero radius; LM = top of lower mantle thermal

boundary layer; UM = bottom of upper mantle thermal boundary layer; rad = radiogenic, surf

= surface. For the buoyancy fluxes in (d), the red dashed line represents thermal buoyancy flux,

the green dash-dotted line represents compositional buoyancy flux, and the solid blue line repre-

sents the sum of the two. The red shaded region represents the thermally driven dynamo regime

operating for the first 500 Myrs; purple shading represents the compositionally driven dynamo

regime; the absence of shading (white region) represents the period where there is no convection

and therefore no dynamo. A thin dashed line marks the present day at 4.5 Gyrs.
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ba

Figure 8. Temperature structure, heat flows, and buoyancy fluxes for Earth (a) and Mars

(b). These are present-day snapshots of the thermal histories illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, re-

spectively, and are the same as the cases illustrated in Figure 2a,b but additionally showing heat

flows (energy budget) and buoyancy fluxes computed as described in sections 2.4 and 2.1. Pale

red shading highlights the two conductive thermal boundary layers at the top and bottom of

the mantle. Pale blue shading at the left indicates the presence of a solid inner core. Although

a solid inner core is growing in both cases, the net buoyancy flux in (b) is negative, meaning the

compositional buoyancy flux is not sufficient to power a dynamo at the present day.

3.2 Parameter Space Exploration780

Whereas Figures 7 and 9 illustrate just a few possible thermal histories for Mars,781

exploring a wide range of parameters will allow us to determine more generally which782

initial conditions and material properties permit convection during which periods of Mars’783

history and future. Although the large number of parameters makes the parameter space784

too large to explore exhaustively, we break the problem down into parts, exploring sub-785

sets of the parameter space systematically in a way that yields a series of useful insights.786

In particular, we will first study the parameters that control the timing of the demise787

of the early thermal dynamo (3.2.2) and then use the approximately known thermal dy-788

namo end time to constrain the parameter space significantly before examining the pa-789

rameters affecting the possible subsequent compositional dynamo (3.2.3). Throughout790

the parameter space exploration, the Mars 1-5 cases defined in Table 5 will serve as points791

of reference, wherever possible.792

3.2.1 Parameter Ranges793

First, we note that several of the variable parameter ranges can be bounded to some794

degree. Assuming the Martian core is at least partly liquid, the CMB temperature must795

be above the Fe-FeS eutectic, which is around 1600 K at 20 GPa (Boehler, 1996), and so796

the initial CMB temperature, Tcmb,init, must have been at least somewhat larger, per-797

haps 1700 K. It is more difficult to establish an upper limit for the initial CMB temper-798

ature, but we consider values up to 2500 K, which is approximately the mantle solidus799

at the CMB—because a molten mantle will cool extremely rapidly, we assume the Mar-800

tian mantle is entirely solid by the beginning of our simulations. In general, we assume801

the initial mid-mantle temperature was similar to or somewhat smaller than the initial802

CMB temperature, though we consider a wide range of possibilities, from 1500 K to 2300 K.803

As a point of reference, the Earth’s upper mantle viscosity is estimated to be roughly804

1020–1021 Pas ( ∼1017 m2/s) at around 1500 K (Mitrovica & Forte, 2004). However, we805

allow for a wide range of possible reference mantle viscosities, from 1014 m2/s to 1019 m2/s806
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Figure 9. Example time evolution of Martian buoyancy fluxes for the cases labeled in Table 5

as Mars 2 (a), Mars 3 (b), Mars 4 (c), and Mars 5 (d). The red dashed line represents ther-

mal buoyancy flux, the green dash-dotted line represents buoyancy flux arising from inner core

growth, the dotted gold line represents the snow-driven buoyancy flux, and the solid blue line

represents the sum of the three. The red shaded region at the left represents the early thermally

driven dynamo regime operating for the first 500 Myrs; purple shading represents the composi-

tionally driven dynamo regime; the absence of shading (white region) represents the period where

there is no convection and therefore no dynamo. A thin dashed line marks the present day at

4.5 Gyrs.
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(roughly 1017–1023 Pas), and emphasize that we are concerned more with the effect of807

varying mantle viscosity than in the absolute numbers. We consider a wide range of ther-808

mal conductivities for the Martian core (see e.g., Suehiro et al. (2017); Hsieh et al. (2020)),809

from as low as 30 W/m/K to as high as 120 W/m/K, allowing for the extreme possibil-810

ity of nearly pure iron.811

3.2.2 Early Dynamo Driven by Thermal Convection812

Before discussing the effects of compositional buoyancy arising from a crystalliz-813

ing core, we focus on an early Martian dynamo driven by thermal convection. We fo-814

cus on thermal buoyancy flux and the model parameters that control it because we take815

a positive thermal buoyancy flux to be a proxy for the presence of a dynamo driven by816

thermal convection. From equation (3), it is clear that a positive thermal buoyancy flux817

requires that qT , given by (4), be positive—that is, the CMB heat flux must exceed the818

adiabatic heat flux. The latter is given by (5) and depends on the CMB temperature and819

the core thermal conductivity, thermal expansivity, and specific heat capacity. The CMB820

heat flux is given by (60) and depends on the lower mantle thermal boundary layer thick-821

ness and thermal conductivity, and the temperature drop across it. In general, the CMB822

heat flux is initially superadiabatic (i.e., qT is initially positive) and decreases over time823

as the core and mantle temperatures gradually converge, decreasing the temperature jump824

at the CMB. If the core and mantle temperatures are initially similar, however, qT (and825

therefore the thermal buoyancy flux) initially increases before reaching a peak and then826

decreasing for the rest of the planet’s history (Figure 10). Similarly, although we do not827

show it here, the presence of radioactive elements in the core would tend to delay the828

peak in qT (and thermal buoyancy flux). The timing of the peak is likewise delayed by829

higher mantle viscosities (Figure 10, Figure 11). Increasing the Peclet number means that830

relatively more heat escapes through the top of the mantle, which in turn keeps CMB831

heat flow higher, thus decreasing the rate at which qT drops. Hence, although we do not832

illustrate this effect here, if qT is initially positive, a higher Peclet number would lead833

qT to remain positive for slightly longer (e.g., for the cases illustrated in Figures 7 and834

9, increasing the Peclet number from 0.0 to 0.5 would delay the end of thermal convec-835

tion from ∼500 Myrs to ∼750 Myrs).836

The inference from crustal magnetic anomalies that the Martian dynamo was ac-837

tive early and ceased ∼500 Myrs after formation thus suggests a relatively large initial838

core-mantle temperature difference (as previously argued by J.-P. Williams and Nimmo839

(2004)) and/or a relatively low mantle viscosity. On the other hand, if the mantle vis-840

cosity is too low, the top of the core remains superadiabatic (i.e., qT remains positive)841

for a much longer period, unless the core thermal conductivity is very high (Figure 10a,842

Figure 12). Hence, an early dynamo driven by thermal convection and ending ∼500 Myrs843

after formation is permitted only under a fairly narrow range of conditions—namely, when844

∆Tinit is sufficiently large (i.e., upper left parts of Figure 11) and for certain combina-845

tions of reference mantle viscosity and core thermal conductivity (i.e., along the dashed846

white lines in Figure 12). Figure 13 shows this early dynamo constraint in terms of the847

implied reference mantle viscosity as a function of initial CMB and mid-mantle temper-848

atures. This requirement that permissible combinations of initial temperatures imply par-849

ticular values of reference mantle viscosity and core thermal conductivity, helps to re-850

duce the range of possibilities we will need to explore below when discussing compositionally-851

driven convection.852

3.2.3 Compositionally-Driven Convection853

Up to this point, we have focused on the early thermal dynamo, whose timing is854

independent of core composition—provided the core does not begin to crystallize before855

the thermal dynamo shuts down. The purpose of section 3.2.2 was mainly to constrain856

the relationship between several of the model parameters in order to make the rest of857
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Figure 10. Superadiabatic heat flux, qT , given by (4), for the first 1.5 Gyrs after the

formation of Mars assuming various initial CMB and mid-mantle temperatures and either

rapid cooling (with reference mantle viscosity νref=1016 m2/s, and core thermal conductivity

kc=89 W/m/K) (a) or slower cooling (with νref=1018 m2/s and kc=56 W/m/K) (b). Initial CMB

temperatures are represented by different colors (2000 K, 2200 K, or 2400 K; see inset) and solid

and dashed lines represent cases where the CMB to mid-mantle temperature drops are 200 K or

400 K, respectively. Higher values of kc would shift the curves downward. The Peclet number is

assumed to be zero for all curves; higher Peclet numbers would shift the curves slightly to the

right. The peak in qT occurs earlier for lower mantle viscosities, higher initial CMB tempera-

tures, and larger core-mantle temperature differences. The black circle in (b) corresponds to the

Mars 1 reference case and the red triangle in (a) corresponds to the Mars 5 reference case (Ta-

ble 5); in both cases, the superadiabatic heat flux begins at its peak and then declines, reaching

zero at 500 Myrs.
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Figure 11. Timing of peak thermal buoyancy flux assuming either rapid cooling

(with νref=1016 m2/s and kc=89 W/m/K) (a) or slower cooling (with νref=1018 m2/s and

kc=56 W/m/K) (b). Superadiabatic heat flux (Figure 10), and thus thermal buoyancy flux, peaks

early (i.e., peak time is .100 Myrs) only when the initial core-mantle temperature difference

(∆Tinit=Tcmb,init−Tm,init) is sufficiently large. Grey dashed lines illustrate contours of constant

∆Tinit. The black circle in (b) corresponds to the Mars 1 reference case and the red triangle in

(a) corresponds to the Mars 5 reference case (Table 5); in both cases, the thermal buoyancy flux

begins at its peak and declines steadily thereafter (Figure 10).
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assuming initial CMB temperatures of either 2000 K (a) or 2200 K (b) and ∆Tinit=400 K. The

blank white regions represent parts of the parameter space where the mantle viscosity is too high
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bered symbols indicate the Mars 1-5 reference cases defined in Table 5, whose time histories are

illustrated in Figures 7 and 9; Mars 2 and Mars 3 occupy the same point in (b).
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Figure 13. Reference mantle viscosity required to yield an early thermal dynamo that ends

500 Myrs after the formation of Mars. We consider: (a) a range of initial CMB and mid-mantle

temperatures and a fixed core thermal conductivity of kc=56 W/m/K; or (b) a range of initial

CMB temperatures and core thermal conductivities and a fixed ∆Tinit=400 K, ensuring the

thermal dynamo initiates early (see Figure 11). Grey dashed lines in (a) illustrate contours of

constant ∆Tinit. The numbered symbols indicate the Mars 1-5 reference cases defined in Table 5

and illustrated in Figures 7 and 9; Mars 2 and Mars 3 occupy the same point in (b).
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the parameter space exploration more tractable once we begin to consider the variable858

of core composition (i.e., sulfur content).859

Bottom Up Crystallization Regime860

When the sulfur content and thermal expansivity are sufficiently small, the Mar-861

tian core crystallizes from the bottom up (Figure 4b). A solid inner core nucleates when862

the central temperature, Tcen, drops below the central melting temperature, Tmelt,cen.863

The time at which this occurs is a function of the melting curve (which depends on the864

core composition—i.e., its sulfur content), the initial core temperature, and the rate at865

which core temperature declines. In the absence of radiogenic heating in the core, the866

latter is entirely a function of the CMB heat flow and hence depends mainly on the man-867

tle viscosity and the temperature difference between the core and mantle, which in turn868

has a small dependence on the surface heat flow Peclet number. However, if we again869

require that the early thermal dynamo ends at 500 Myrs, then any given combination870

of initial CMB and mid-mantle temperatures constraints the mantle reference viscosity871

(Figure 13). Hence, the only remaining relevant variable is the sulfur content, χS, which872

determines the melting temperature, Tmelt,cen, which then determines when the inner core873

nucleates and the implied present-day inner core radius (Figure 14). Although core ther-874

mal conductivity has no effect on the timing of inner core nucleation, its influence on the875

timing of the demise of the thermal dynamo means that core thermal conductivity is rel-876

evant to the constraint on mantle viscosity (Figure 13) and is therefore indirectly rel-877

evant to inner core growth (Figure 14). Though we do not show it here, the surface heat878

flow Peclet number has an additional small effect, with larger Peclet numbers likewise879

corresponding to more rapid cooling and earlier inner core nucleation, and therefore larger880

present day inner core radii. A present-day solid inner core is possible under a wide range881

of conditions as long as the melting temperature is sufficiently high (i.e., the sulfur con-882

tent is sufficiently low) and the initial CMB temperature is sufficiently low (Figure 14).883

As the solid inner core is growing, however, compositional convection becomes in-884

creasingly important. As a result, not all combinations of parameters in Figure 14 are885

compatible with net buoyancy flux being negative at present or with the early thermal886

dynamo shutting down at ∼500 Myrs. The compositional buoyancy flux, given by (10),887

and thus the vigor of compositional convection, is a function of the inner core’s mass growth888

rate (i.e., its surface area and rate of change of its radius) and the density contrast, ∆ρχ,889

between the liquid outer core and the light elements that are being rejected as the in-890

ner core grows—an additional parameter that we have not yet discussed because it does891

not affect any of the results we have seen so far in this section. The density contrast is,892

however, what accounts for the much stronger compositional buoyancy flux in the Mars893

1 case compared to the Mars 2 and 3 cases (compare Figure 7d against Figures 9a,b).894

Because it is the mass growth rate that matters, compositional buoyancy flux is small895

at first due to the inner core’s initially negligible surface area, even though the inner core896

radius may be increasing rapidly. However, if the density contrast is large enough and897

the inner core begins growing early enough, the net buoyancy flux can eventually become898

positive again (Mars 1 case, Figure 7d). Inner core nucleation time is a function of the899

initial core temperature relative to the melting temperature, and the rate at which the900

core is cooling. The latter is indirectly a function of core thermal conductivity: higher901

core thermal conductivity (which implies lower mantle viscosity to satisfy the 500 Myr902

early thermal dynamo requirement) translates to more rapid core cooling and earlier nu-903

cleation of the inner core. Higher surface heat flow Peclet numbers likewise drive more904

rapid cooling and earlier inner core nucleation. The subsequent evolution of net buoy-905

ancy flux then depends primarily on the light element density contrast, with higher den-906

sity contrasts (a consequence of a small light element partitioning coefficient, DS) yield-907

ing larger net buoyancy fluxes.908
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Figures 14, 15, and 16 illustrate the effects of varying the core sulfur content, χS,909

as well as either the initial CMB temperature (Figure 14), the core thermal conductiv-910

ity, kc (Figure 15), or the light element partitioning coefficient, DS (Figure 16). If the911

sulfur content is too small, the inner core would nucleate early and compositional con-912

vection would bolster early thermal convection, precluding dynamo cessation at ∼500 Myrs913

(blank white regions). Similarly, even if sulfur content and/or the initial CMB temper-914

ature were sufficiently high to permit the early thermal dynamo to shut down at ∼500 Myrs,915

large portions of the parameter space must be excluded because they would yield a pos-916

itive net buoyancy flux today (pale white shading). Conversely, if the sulfur content is917

relatively higher, depressing the melting temperature, and/or the initial temperatures918

are too high, the inner core would nucleate late and compositional convection would never919

be sufficient to reactivate the dynamo (dark shading). Under certain conditions, it is also920

possible that compositional buoyancy, though not sufficient to drive convection today,921

was sufficient in the past (pale blue shading) or will be sufficient in the future (pale or-922

ange shading). If DS is small and a solid inner core is present today, convection may well923

reactivate at some point in the future (e.g., the Mars 1 case). It is also possible that there924

was a limited period of compositionally-driven convection in the past (e.g., Mars 3), but925

this may be difficult as it requires DS to be somewhat large (∼0.3 or more) in order to926

maintain a small light element density contrast, and it requires relatively rapid cooling927

(high thermal conductivity and low mantle viscosity), allowing net buoyancy flux to fall928

over time after an initial peak driven by compositional buoyancy (Figure 9b).929

Top Down Crystallization (Iron Snow) Regime930

When the sulfur content is very high, and thus the core melting temperature is very931

low, core crystallization may still occur if the initial temperatures are sufficiently low,932

but the iron crystals will form at the top of the core and sink as iron snow. If the falling933

snow crystals warm enough to remelt, they can drive convection in the underlying fluid.934

However, this requires the melting curve for the solid iron to be very similar to that of935

the bulk liquid core, which is the case only if the light element partitioning coefficient,936

DS, is close to unity (see Mars 5 at the extreme top right of Figure 16d). Moreover, even937

if such a large partitioning coefficient is possible, the resulting density contrast between938

the snow and the bulk liquid core is consequently small (e.g., in the Mars 5 case, with939

DS=0.99, ∆ρsnow ≈ 5.7 kg/m3). Hence, although large portions of the parameter space940

permit iron snow, the falling snow generally does not remelt, and therefore is not able941

to drive convection.942

4 Discussion943

4.1 Controlling parameters944

Our analysis has built upon previous Martian thermal evolution studies by further945

clarifying the relationships between several of the most important unknown or poorly946

constrained parameters. We showed that there are multiple ways of ensuring that a ther-947

mal dynamo shuts down ∼500 Myrs after formation, even without a large initial core-948

mantle temperature difference (e.g., via very low mantle viscosity; Figure 13a), but a large949

initial core-mantle temperature difference is required to ensure a strong thermal dynamo950

that is active for a significant period before shutting down (Figure 11; J.-P. Williams and951

Nimmo (2004)). We showed that fixing the time of the end of thermal convection places952

a strong constraint on the trade-off between mantle viscosity and core thermal conduc-953

tivity: lower mantle viscosity corresponds to higher CMB heat flow, and therefore stronger954

thermal buoyancy flux, which will prolong thermal convection unless the core thermal955

conductivity is also higher, reducing the superadiabatic heat flow (Figure 12). Although956

the initial temperatures are not well constrained on their own, they are closely linked957

to mantle viscosity and core thermal conductivity: lowering the assumed starting tem-958
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Figure 14. Present day solid inner core radius as a function of initial CMB temperature and

sulfur content, assuming ∆Tinit=400 K and the reference mantle viscosities shown in Figure 13

(ensuring the early thermal dynamo terminates at ∼500 Myrs) and either: (a) relatively slow

cooling with kc=56 W/m/K; or (b) more rapid cooling with kc=89 W/m/K. The black circle in

(a) corresponds to the Mars 1 reference case, in which the present inner core radius is 414 km; the

green square and the blue triangle in (b) correspond, respectively, to the Mars 2 and 3 reference

cases, in which the present inner core radii are 825 km and 1071 km. The blank white region at

the lower left is excluded because the early thermal dynamo does not terminate at 500 Myrs. The

pale white shading left of the dash-dotted white line represents the part of parameter space in

which the present net buoyancy flux is positive, which we take to be incompatible with the lack

of a present-day dynamo. In the dark region to the right of the black dashed line, net buoyancy

flux is never positive again after the demise of the early thermal dynamo. In the region between

the white and black curves, compositional buoyancy flux is positive either in the future (pale

orange shading) or in the past (pale blue shading). The blue dashed line at ∼7.7 wt%S marks the

boundary between bottom-up and top-down (iron snow, grey shading) core crystallization. The

numbered symbols indicate the Mars 1-3 reference cases defined in Table 5, whose time histories

are illustrated in Figures 7 and 9.
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Figure 15. Present inner core radius as a function of core sulfur content and thermal con-

ductivity, assuming Tcmb,init=2200 K, ∆Tinit=400 K, and partitioning coefficients of either 0.05

(a) or 0.5 (b). The blank white region at the left is excluded because the early thermal dynamo

does not terminate at 500 Myrs. The pale white shading left of the dash-dotted white line rep-

resents the part of parameter space in which the present net buoyancy flux is positive, which we

take to be incompatible with the lack of a present-day dynamo. In the dark region to the right

of the black dashed line, net buoyancy flux is never positive again after the demise of the early

thermal dynamo. In the region between the white and black curves, compositional buoyancy flux

is positive either in the future (pale orange shading) or in the past (pale blue shading). The blue

dashed line at ∼7.7 wt%S marks the boundary between bottom-up and top-down (iron snow,

grey shading) core crystallization. The numbered symbols indicate the Mars 1-3 reference cases

defined in Table 5, whose time histories are illustrated in Figures 7 and 9.
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Figure 16. Present inner core radius as a function of core sulfur content and the partition-

ing coefficient, assuming an initial CMB temperature of either 2200 K (a,b) or 2000 K (c,d) and

assuming either kc=56 W/m/K (a,c) or kc=89 W/m/K (b,d). The blank white region at the

left is excluded because the early thermal dynamo does not terminate at 500 Myrs. The pale

white shading left of the dash-dotted white line represents the part of parameter space in which

the present net buoyancy flux is positive, which we take to be incompatible with the lack of

a present-day dynamo. In the dark region to the right of the black dashed line, net buoyancy

flux is never positive again after the demise of the early thermal dynamo, except in the iron

snow regime with remelting (extreme top right of d). In the region between the white and black

curves, compositional buoyancy flux is positive either in the future (pale orange shading) or in

the past (pale blue shading). The blue dashed line at ∼7.7 wt%S marks the boundary between

bottom-up and top-down (iron snow, grey shading) core crystallization. The numbered symbols

indicate the Mars 1-5 reference cases defined in Table 5, whose time histories are illustrated in

Figures 7 and 9.
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perature by 200 K, for example, requires either lowering the mantle viscosity by an or-959

der of magnitude or lowering the core thermal conductivity by roughly 30 W/m/K in or-960

der to maintain the same thermal dynamo end time (Figure 13). Hence, any constraints961

that can be independently placed on mantle viscosity and core thermal conductivity ef-962

fectively constrain the initial CMB temperature as well. For the bottom-up inner core963

growth regime, our results also clarified the trade-off between initial CMB temperature964

and core sulfur content as it relates to the radius of the solid inner core (Figure 14).965

4.2 Possible dynamo histories966

Our analysis has demonstrated that there is a range of possibilities for the history967

and future of the Martian dynamo that are compatible with an early thermal dynamo968

operating until ∼500 Myr after formation and the lack of a dynamo operating at present.969

Some, but not all of these scenarios, are also compatible with the presence of a solid in-970

ner core today. Below, we summarize the possibilities:971

1. No crystallization: If the core is sufficiently hot or its sulfur content is sufficiently972

high (depressing the melting temperature), the core may be entirely liquid and973

could remain so for billions of years to come. In this scenario, compositionally driven974

convection never takes place.975

2. Bottom up crystallization: If the core’s sulfur content, thermal expansivity,976

and temperature are sufficiently low, the core can crystallize from the bottom up977

in a fashion similar to Earth’s ongoing inner core growth. In this bottom-up in-978

ner core growth regime, ongoing crystallization and light element rejection may979

or may not generate sufficient buoyancy to reactivate the dynamo after the demise980

of the early thermal dynamo. Possibilities include:981

(a) Inner core growth, but no dynamo: If the core cools sufficiently rapidly982

at early times such that cooling is now slow, buoyancy arising from a crystal-983

lizing solid inner core is insufficient to overcome thermal stratification, mean-984

ing that no compositionally driven dynamo ever operates.985

(b) Inner core growth, future dynamo: If the light element density contrast986

(∆ρχ) is sufficiently large, and the inner core nucleated only recently, compositionally-987

driven convection may be insufficient to drive a dynamo at present, but could988

become sufficient to reactivate the dynamo in the future.989

(c) Inner core growth, past dynamo: If the light element density contrast is990

lower and the core has already cooled a great deal, a compositionally-driven dy-991

namo may have operated for a brief period in the past before shutting down per-992

manently at some point before the present, owing to low core heat flow.993

3. Top down crystallization: If the core’s sulfur content and/or thermal expan-994

sivity are sufficiently high (see Figure 4b), but the temperature is sufficiently low,995

the core can crystallize from the top down in the iron snow regime. In such a top-996

down crystallization scenario:997

(a) Iron snow, brief dynamo: If the light element partitioning coefficient (DS)998

is sufficiently close to unity (i.e., the light elements partition almost as much999

into the solid as into the liquid), then if crystallization begins (either in the past1000

or the future), the falling iron snow could remelt and mix into the layer below,1001

driving convection from above. Such snow-driven convection would continue un-1002

til the core is too cool for the snow to remelt, at which point the falling snow1003

would accumulate at the center of the core, shutting down all convection.1004

(b) Iron snow, but no dynamo: If no part of the core is ever warm enough for1005

the falling snow to remelt (i.e., if DS is small), the snow would accumulate at1006

the center of the core and no snow-driven dynamo would ever operate. In this1007

scenario, iron snow may be forming even now, but will never be able to power1008

a dynamo.1009
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4.3 Implications of a solid inner core1010

In light of the above list of possibilities, confirmation of the presence or absence1011

of a solid inner core could have several implications. For example:1012

• The detection of a solid inner core today immediately constrains the relationship1013

between the initial core temperature and the sulfur content (with higher sulfur con-1014

tent requiring lower initial temperatures, as illustrated in Figure 14).1015

• A solid inner core today is compatible with the bottom-up core crystallization regime1016

(if sulfur content is low) with compositionally driven convection occurring either1017

in the past (e.g., Mars 3; requires small ∆ρχ [large DS] and rapid cooling), future1018

(e.g., Mars 1; requires recent inner core nucleation and larger ∆ρχ [small DS]), or1019

never (e.g., Mars 2; requires rapid cooling but late inner core nucleation, perhaps1020

due to high initial temperatures).1021

• A solid inner core today is also compatible with a period of snow-driven convec-1022

tion (if sulfur content is high) operating in the past (e.g., Mars 5; requires DS ap-1023

proaching unity), but not the future.1024

• Conversely, the absence of a solid inner core today is compatible with a period of1025

compositionally driven convection (in either top-down or bottom-up crystalliza-1026

tion regimes) in the future, but not the past.1027

• The absence of a solid inner core today is, of course, also compatible with the pos-1028

sibility that no part of the Martian core ever crystallizes (if the core is sufficiently1029

hot or its sulfur content is sufficiently high).1030

Of particular interest is the possibility of compositionally-driven convection operating1031

for a limited period following the demise of the early thermal dynamo but shutting down1032

again before the present (exemplified by the Mars 3 case; pale blue shading in Figures 14–1033

16). This scenario is interesting in that it could help explain observations of magnetized1034

units that apparently post-date the formation of the large impact basins (e.g., Mittelholz1035

et al. (2020)). On the other hand, this scenario requires a relatively large light element1036

partitioning coefficient (DS > 0.3), which is not expected at Mars core pressures (Zhang1037

et al., 2020). A smaller partitioning coefficient would yield a larger light element den-1038

sity contrast, leading to stronger compositional buoyancy, that would remain effective1039

even to the present day. If the partitioning coefficient is small, then the only possibil-1040

ities for a compositionally-driven dynamo is that it becomes active at some point in the1041

future (pale orange shading in Figures 14–16), or not at all. If the partitioning coeffi-1042

cient is small and a solid inner core is detected, then, for almost any combination of the1043

other parameters, compositionally-driven convection will become active within the next1044

∼1 Gyrs. Conversely, if the Martian core is confirmed to be entirely liquid, then it would1045

not be clear whether or not compositionally-driven convection will ever take place.1046

4.4 Caveats and future work1047

Our exploration of the large parameter space was made tractable in large part by1048

adopting the assumption that the early thermal dynamo shut down 500 Myrs after the1049

formation of Mars. Relaxing this assumption would affect our subsequent results related1050

to the timing of the possible onset and cessation of compositionally-driven convection.1051

Nevertheless, any early thermal dynamo would shut down eventually unless the man-1052

tle viscosity were very low. And if the mantle viscosity were much lower, the resulting1053

rapid cooling would cause a solid inner core to nucleate early, leading to strong compositionally-1054

driven convection that would continue operating even today, unless the sulfur content1055

were high enough for crystallization to occur in the iron snow regime. Another caveat1056

is that our model involves a number of simplifications including: neglecting the changes1057

in sulfur content of the liquid part of the core over time (though, as we argued in sec-1058

tion 2.1, this should be small) and the effect on density and thermal conductivity; ne-1059
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glecting the radial variation in core thermal conductivity and expansivity; and defining1060

the threshold for convection and dynamo action based on the simple sum of the individ-1061

ual buoyancy fluxes in (16). The effects of relaxing these assumptions are not necessar-1062

ily obvious but will be the subject of future work. The addition of a time-variable Peclet1063

number could also be valuable as a means of accounting for changes over time in the level1064

of volcanic activity.1065

Finally, we intend to use our model to study the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Io, Ganymede,1066

terrestrial-like exoplanets, and super Earths, as well as alternate internal structures for1067

Mars (e.g., Brennan et al. (2020); Deng and Levander (2020)), to characterize how planet1068

scale and core size (see Boujibar et al. (2020)) interact with the various model param-1069

eters we have considered here to determine how and when thermally- and/or compositionally-1070

driven dynamos may operate in general. The Moon is a particularly interesting case be-1071

cause, like Mars, it has no dynamo operating today, but parts of its crust are neverthe-1072

less strongly magnetized. The combination of age dating and measurement of the mag-1073

netic properties of returned lunar samples has permitted some reconstruction of the Moon’s1074

magnetic history (e.g., Garrick-Bethell et al. (2009); Weiss and Tikoo (2014); Tikoo et1075

al. (2017)). This has raised questions about how the Moon could have generated a dy-1076

namo field strong enough to magnetize not just the collected samples, but also the even1077

more strongly magnetized larger scale crustal magnetic anomalies (e.g., Hood et al. (2001);1078

Halekas et al. (2010); Hemingway and Tikoo (2018)), and how and when the dynamo1079

shut down. Hence, we are motivated to apply our model to the Moon and show how it1080

relates to the results we have discussed here. The case of Mars has been an appropri-1081

ate starting point, however, as it may be a boundary case for which there is an especially1082

wide range of possibilities. For example, in larger bodies, the much higher core pressures1083

make bottom-up core crystallization more likely whereas the much lower pressures in smaller1084

bodies like Ganymede and Mercury mean that top-down core crystallization is more likely.1085

Our model for driving convection via remelting of the falling iron snow showed that the1086

details determining whether or not, and where, the crystals can remelt are clearly im-1087

portant and worthy of more detailed study. Although we showed that this mechanism1088

may not be efficient for Mars due to the similarity in slopes of the core adiabat and the1089

melting curve, the same mechanism could be more efficient at Ganymede and Mercury,1090

where the much lower core pressures permit much higher thermal expansivity and there-1091

fore a much steeper adiabat (see eq. 6). In any case, a comprehensive exploration of the1092

parameter space spanned by this wider range of bodies could further illuminate the range1093

of possibilities for terrestrial-like planet dynamo histories and the factors that control1094

them.1095

5 Conclusions1096

Our analysis has demonstrated that there is a range of possibilities for the history1097

and future of the Martian dynamo. Consistent with previous work, we have shown that1098

a large initial core-mantle temperature difference can help to ensure that thermal con-1099

vection is able to power a dynamo at early times, and that, given an appropriate com-1100

bination of mantle viscosity and core thermal conductivity, thermal stratification can be1101

made to shut down this early thermal dynamo ∼500 Myrs after the formation of Mars.1102

We have additionally shown that the presence of a solid inner core inside Mars’ other-1103

wise liquid core is compatible with the lack of an active dynamo at present and that its1104

presence could imply that either: (A) a compositionally-driven dynamo will become ac-1105

tive at some point in the next ∼1 Gyrs or, (B) if the light element partitioning is large1106

enough, such a dynamo may have been active for a limited period in the past. We have1107

argued that, if the light elements partition strongly into the liquid phase, it may be dif-1108

ficult to drive convection in the top-down crystallization (iron snow) regime because the1109

falling snow crystals may not warm enough to remelt. Our analysis has clarified the ef-1110

fects of, and illustrated the importance of obtaining better constraints on, many of the1111
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most important parameters, including: core composition (i.e., sulfur content), light el-1112

ement partitioning, mantle viscosity, core thermal conductivity, and core thermal expan-1113

sivity. Future experimental and modeling efforts to better constrain these parameters1114

could help to more definitively determine which Martian dynamo scenarios are most likely.1115

More generally, expanding our analysis to include a wider array of bodies, ranging from1116

the Moon to super Earths, could help to further clarify the conditions that determine1117

which types of dynamos may operate on which types of bodies, and when.1118
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